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Every brandon sanderson book ranked

Which one is in your opinion the best book written by the author Brandon Sanderson? A book’s total score is based on multiple factors, including the number of people who have voted for it and how highly those voters ranked the book. You must have a goodreads account to vote. To vote on existing books from the list, beside each book there is a link vote for this book clicking it
will add that book to your votes. To vote on books not in the list or books you couldn't find in the list, you can click on the tab add books to this list and then choose from your books, or simply search. I have read all of the main cosmere books, so they are the ones that I’m listing below. The system for the cosmere books ranked here is based purely on my enjoyment of the book,
rather than looking at the individual novels in a literary sense – but of course those opinions often overlap! Although I have ranked these books in order from “least enjoyed” to “most enjoyed”, I enjoyed reading all of them, so if you’re looking for some negative reviews for Brandon Sanderson’s cosmere books, you’re looking in the wrong place! The Cosmere Books Ranked 11 –
Elantris I have a soft spot in my heart for this book. I didn’t get around to it until I’d already finished Warbreaker and The Mistborn Trilogy, so I was already in love with the cosmere and Sanderson’s writing style. This is the book where it all began – not literally. As the first book Brandon Sanderson had published, it is obviously not up to the standard of his other books. It is certainly
not up to the standard of other debut fantasy books that come out now – e.g. The Poppy War by R. F. Kuang – however it is still a story worth reading. I loved reading this book because I could see how far Brandon Sanderson had come in such a short space of time. If you compared The Final Empire to Elantris, you’d think there had been 20 years between them, but The Mistborn
Trilogy was Sanderson’s second publication. So, even though when ranking the cosmere books this comes bottom of the list, I still love it and would happily reread it in the future sometime when I want something relaxing to fall back into. Buy Elantris on Amazon 10 – The Alloy of Law The reason I didn’t like this book is probably mostly my own fault. I had just finished reading
Mistborn Era 1, so I was on the high that that finale gave me. The Alloy of Law is a very different book written in a very different style with new characters that seem nothing like what I was used to! I rushed into Mistborn Era 2, and that’s completely my own, fault. The only things that I stand by is that Wax is not developed enough in this book for me to like him much. Wayne is a
little better, but he only gets away with it because he’s funny – that’s it. The later books massively make up for this entry. Buy The Alloy of Law on Amazon 9 – Warbreaker As a standalone novel, I thought Warbreaker was pretty damn good! Sanderson certainly has more of a knack of writing a series of books, however, as given the time, his characters and world will become well
developed and explored. I felt like this book might have been better of the overall story was told over several books – or there was more to it. I am aware that a second book has been planned, so I’m hoping to see more of this world and its characters! Buy Warbreaker on Amazon 8 – The Bands of Mourning The Bands of Mourning was fantastic! Finally, we got to see what we all
wanted to see in the first place; more story built off the first era trilogy. Wax and Wayne also became some of my favourite characters, as well as the others in this series who began to stand out on their own. It took a little while to feel epic, this series, but it’s worth the wait. 7 – Oathbringer Oathbringer, the third book in The Stormlight Archive is a brilliant book, but it took me 6
months to read it… I think it is because I got a little bored around the 40% point and stopped reading it for a few months. The funny thing is, once I picked it up again, it soon began to pick up again and things started happening! I am so glad I came back and finished this book – otherwise I would have been missing out on the continuation of one of the best epic fantasy series
currently being written (and it wouldn’t have been rated so highly when ranking the cosmere books!). Buy Oathbringer on Amazon 6 – The Final Empire This is the first Sanderson book I ever read and I think it should be everyone’s first foray into the cosmere. Vin is a fantastic main character to follow in The Final Empire as she is taken from being a street urchin to a powerful hero
(no more spoilers in case you haven’t read them yet). The world, the plot, the themes – everything about this book is incredible. Buy The Final Empire on Amazon 5 – The Hero of Ages The final book of Mistborn Era 1 has one hell of an ending that not only sets us up for Era 2, but it gives all of our heroes a send off so brilliant, I don’t think I’ve seen a better ending since The Return
of the King! I loved how far the characters had all come and how far they still had to go. The reveals in this book were jaw dropping, and the set up for Era 2 had be straight into The Alloy of Law (even though that was a bit of a mistake on my part!) Buy The Hero of Ages on Amazon 3 – Shadows of Self This book saved Mistborn Era 2 for me. After The Alloy of Law, I wasn’t sure if
I’d ever want to continue with the series – I was just going to focus on The Stormlight Archive instead. Luckily, I picked Shadows of Self up and I couldn’t let it go. Wayne’s character sold this book for me. He became complex, intriguing, and so much fun to be around! The plot itself became more interesting to me as it linked a little to the larger world, and that’s the sort of story I
wanted from this book. Buy Shadows of Self on Amazon 3 – Words of Radiance This was a massive book, but after finishishing The Way of Kings, I jumped right into Words of Radiance and burned through it in less than a week. I was so surprised by the ease in which this book could be read. If it wasn’t for Shallan’s storyline being a tiny bit disappointing for me, this might just have
been ranked #2 on this ranking the cosmere books list! Buy Words of Radiance on Amazon 2 – The Well of Ascension This is an incredible second book of a trilogy. The Well of Ascension changed tack from the first book, as rather than being a fantasy heist story it was more of a political intrigue, and I loved it! It reminded me of some Trudi Canavan books that I used to read all
the time. I found the slower pace allowed the world to develop and become more exposed to the reader without lots of other things detracting from the incredible world that Sanderson has created. It also allowed character such as Elend to shine a little more than in the first book. Buy The Well of Ascension on Amazon 1 – The Way of Kings The first book of Sanderson’s epic (to-
be) 10-book series, The Way of Kings, is the perfect beginning to one of the best stories I have ever had the pleasure to read. Kaladin is the main character in this entry. His underdog plotline is what kept me hooked, so I kept on reading even when I was thrown one way and then the other with all the different POV’s and new settings and flashbacks I struggled to keep up with!
This is not for someone new to Sanderson’s work, but if you loved Mistborn then this is the natural progression for you as you know that if you work through the harder chapters to begin with, it will all pay off. The payoff in this book is immense! Buy The Way of Kings on Amazon Read all of my reviews for Brandon Sanderson’s books HERE Related Fantasy Book Review Blogs
Liked it? Take a second to support The Fantasy Review on Patreon! Brandon Sanderson is a titan of the fantasy genre, one of the most innovative and popular writers and one of my favourite authors. I was thinking about his books lately and for fun I started comparing them and trying to rank them. On the one hand, this was easy because most of his books take place in different
worlds with settings and plots that you are unlikely to confuse (unlike some authors who write books in one long series and all the books get muddled together in my head). On the other hand, Sanderson doesn’t write bad books, only books that are not as fantastic as his best. Sanderson at his worst is still one of the best fantasy writers. That’s why this list will start with the best,
because there isn’t any bad. I gave the top 9 books 5/5 and the last 3 still got 4/5, so it’s all quality. It should go without saying that this is merely my personal opinion and everyone probably has their own rankings. This is not an objective ranking of quality and there’s going to people who feel the books at the bottom should be at the top and vice versa. There was tough
competition, especially at the top of the list and there is very little between some of the books. Perhaps it is because this is the first Sanderson book I read, but this one edged its way to the top of the list. There is fantastic world building, a brilliant plot and some of the most fascinating characters I’ve ever read. What makes it the best and top of this list is Kaladin, who is my number
1 favourite Cosmere character and probably my favourite in all of fantasy. His journey from the depths of misery and despair, as he builds hope in the Bridge 4 crew, is one of the best plotlines I’ve ever read. It shows one of Sanderson’s key strengths, the ability to create dark and dangerous worlds without becoming melodramatic or gritty just for the sake of it. The struggle to
overcome this is really uplifting and inspirational. The other characters too are fantastic and there are too many to mention, but Shallan deserves special attention. I especially enjoyed how she wasn’t merely a hopeless orphan, but plans to do something about her problem. Stealing a soulcaster isn’t exactly an honest thing to do, but it is daring and exciting. What nudges Way of
Kings ahead of Mistborn is that while Mistborn describes a country, Stormlight describes a whole world. The setting is just so in-depth with a rich history and culture. Sanderson is rightly famous for his amazing characters, detailed magic systems, brilliant world building and excellent plots (all of which are present in this book) but what I really think makes him special is the premises
he uses for his books. In this book, Sanderson asks an intriguing question, what if the Dark Lord won the final battle? The final battle between good and evil is such a common feature of fantasy novels that it’s surprising no one has ever wondered what would happen if the evil side won. There are other importance questions like how do you launch a revolution in a slave society
and what are the best methods, do you destroy the ruling class like Kelsier believes or try to work with them like Elend believes? Trying to undertake a revolutionary heist in such a world makes for a great story. Mistborn also has some of Sanderson’s best characters like Kelsier and the crew, but most of all, Vin. Her journey from abused street orphan to powerful allomancer and
undercover noblewoman is fascinating and kept me hooked. There is also another classic feature of a Sanderson novel, a mind-blowing ending that puts everything into a new perspective. There are a lot of incredible moments in this book, from the battle scenes to the growth and development of the characters (and their knowledge). There’s no denying that the Stormlight Archive
puts the epic in epic fantasy. Kaladin is still my favourite but this is Shallan’s book. She grows a lot as a character and it was a joy to read her being witty and intelligent. One feature of this book, but Sanderson’s writing in general, is that he writes proactive characters who actively try to solve problems. There are amazing characters as usual and intense emotional moments, from
the potential loss of Syl, to Shallan and Kaladin being trapped in the chasm, the battle during the storm and culminating in saying the words of the oath. Many fantasy books involve a revolution or war against an evil enemy, but few ask what happens next? What do you do after you defeat the Dark Lord? We all agree that a slave society is wrong, but what do you replace it with?
Sanderson uses skill to show it’s not enough to kill the King, that alone won’t solve all the problems. Elend’s and Vin’s struggles with the weight of leadership and the difficulties in building a new society, shows a realism often forgotten in fantasy. The ending is one of the most incredible and mind-blowing I’ve ever read. Many fantasy books deal with an evil force bent on
destruction, but few make the threat as convincing as Ruin. I genuinely felt the mounting sense of despair at the seemingly unstoppable destruction of the world. It does lose some points for Sazed being moany and whiny for most of the book and his “atheism” is too melodramatic to be convincing (although his plot is redeemed by the payoff at the ending). It was good to see
Spook become a main character in his own right and see him struggle with the challenges of leadership. But that doesn’t compare with the dream team of Vin and Elend. This series of short stories shows Sanderson’s skills at creating new worlds and incredible, yet believable settings. The Emperor’s Soul is some of Sanderson’s best writing and stands tall with his best novels.
Sixth of Dust is also incredible, especially for its examination of the clash between colonialism and indigenous societies without romanticising either or falling into the noble savage trap. Shadows for Silence is another great example of Sanderson creating an intriguing premise executed with great characters and a page-turning plot. Allomancer Jak is a funny parody of 19th century
adventure stories and a nice way to pass the time. Edgedancer starts poorly and Lift deeply frustrated me (am I a grumpy old man or is she more annoying than funny?) with the contrived difficulties. It eventually gets good, but it takes a while. The Secret History is the only one I didn’t like, I hate the trope of bringing back dead characters. Especially when there’s not much of a
plot, instead it’s mainly just a teaser for other stories and hints that might be significant down the road. I’ve rarely been as amazed as by the jump in quality between the 1st and 2nd book in the 2nd era of Mistborn. I was underwhelmed by the first one, but I was really impressed at the character development in Shadows. The plot is a lot more interesting, the world is more engaging
and the characters just clicked and became smoother and more natural. Steris in particular completely changed, she went from a nuisance side character to a well-developed and interesting person in her own right. Wayne became less annoying his jokes actually became funny and I even wamered to Wax. I haven’t been as stunned by such an ending since the Well of Ascension.
This is Sanderson’s first published novel and it’s a bit rougher than the others. I can see some elements were taken and reworked into Stormlight Archives. Some parts are a bit too easy and convenient but it’s still a solid story with an excellent premise and setting. It’s hard not to be impressed and inspired with how Raoden and Sarene overcome their challenges and who doesn’t
love a happy ending? This further developed the character growth in Shadows and shows how Sanderson has successfully created a gang of memorable characters. The outsider perspective chapter in the hotel is one of the funniest scenes Sanderson has written and shows how well together he has woven the various quirks of the gang. Once again, the plot is engaging and
exciting, and the ending took it in a new direction that I’m not quite sure of. I wouldn’t say this weakened the book, but it doesn’t quite have the same power as the others. Oathbringer isn’t a bad book, but it fares poorly in comparison with the two preceding Stormlight books. The love triangle is the only part that’s actually bad, but there is a general feeling of middle book slog. At
times it is repetitive, such as Dalinar’s flashbacks and his attempts to organise meetings and some sections drag with little payoff, like most of the section in Kholinar and with Azure. Other parts are underwhelming, like finding out the Spiritual Realm is pretty ordinary and similar to the Physical Realm. The focus is much more on Dalinar, who I don’t find as interesting, but it’s the
underuse of Kaladin that really annoyed me. He’s the best character yet he’s hardly in the book and his relationship with Shallan was poorly handled (her “jokes” were cringey and childish). There is a strange lack of interaction between the characters and even the side-characters are oddly compartmentalised, Kaladin’s friends only talk to Kaladin, Shallan’s people only deal with
her etc. Shallan’s mental issues are at times masterfully written, although they somewhat undermine her character development in the previous books and the ending isn’t well handled. That being said, it is still a good book and I’m happy to have another addition to one of my favourite fantasy series. The question “what would it be like if the gods lived among us?” is a great
premise, but unfortunately the execution isn’t quite as good. Lightsong has his moments, but he’s not as captivating as some of Sanderson’s other characters. The character of Blushweaver is the only bad character Sanderson has written and feels like getting hit over the head with the Bible. There’s a lot of clunky writing about how she can’t be trusted because she is seductive
and promiscuous, and the only time she is complimented is when she dresses modestly and “respects herself”. I found it very hard to engage with Vivenna’s plot, which does end well, but it’s a slog to get there. You know what I hate most about a mercenary? Constantly repeating the same catchphrase. But Siri’s plot more than made up for this and her relationship with the God
King is genuinely charming. There is still great world building and the payoff makes the story worthwhile. Maybe I don’t like Westerns enough to enjoy this book. This felt like Sanderson had a checklist of Western clichés and was just ticking them off. There’s a fight on the roof of a train for no particular reason other than that’s what people do in Westerns. It didn’t seem plausible for
the Mistborn world to experience industrialisation the same way as 19th century America did and it felt forced to fit the Wild West theme. The characters are decent but they don’t really click and feel like rough drafts. Wax is too uptight, Wayne is just annoying who jokes don’t really land and Miles is a clichéd villain. I don’t know about you, but I’m feeling very tempted to reread the
entire Cosmere series again. I enjoyed every single book in this series and even Alloy of Law is only bad in comparison to the 1st era of Mistborn. How would you rank the books? Which is your most and least favourite? Unfortunately, it’s too complicated to create a poll with all the options, but here’s a poll ranking each series in the Cosmere.
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